The Nordic
Energy Way

THE ARENA PROGRAMME
Day 1: June 12
10.00 - 11.00		
Café Seminar in teams
			Why am I here and how can I contribute to the Nordic region achieving carbon
			neutrality in 2050?
11.00 - 12.00		
			

Welcome and inspiration
Anne Cathrine Gjærde Director, Nordic Energy Research

			
Markus Wråke, International Energy Agency: Nordic Energy Technology 		
			Perspectives
			
			
			

Per Espen Stoknes, “Climate policy and psychology”: How do we understand and
address human behaviour when developing R&D priorities in Nordic energy
research to achieve a carbon neutral Nordic region in 2050?

12.00 - 13.00		

Lunch

13.00 - 18.15		
Group work in teams
			Developing unique Nordic R&D priorities that meet the NETP challenges, to the
benefit of industry, research institutions and society
18.15 - 20.00		
			

Test Panel
The teams present their R&D priorities for a panel of experts that guide them
as to HOW to refine them, WHAT to be aware of and HOW the solutions can be
developed and implemented throughout the Arena and beyond:

			Anders Eldrup - a Danish business leader who for years has been a central figure
			
in Danish politics and business.
		Claus Bindslev - CEO and strategic advisor of Bindslev Next Step
			Poul Erik Morthorst - Senior research specialist, Risæø National Laboratory for
			Sustainable Energy
			Jørgen Henningsen - Senior Consultant, European Policy Centre think tank
20.00 - 22.00		

Dinner, late night inspiration and drinks

Day 2: June 13

				

09.00 - 09.30		
From scenarios to action: how to form effective sustainable energy policies?
			Benjamin Sovacool, Professor, Centre for Energy Technologies (CET) Aarhus
			University in Herning
09.30 - 12.00		

Action plan and Nordic Cooperation Code
Stakeholder list of who are to be involved in implementing cooperation code
and action plan to reap the benefits of the new R&D priorities

12.00 - 13.30		

Editors meeting
Representatives from all groups meet to align results prior to final presentation

13.30 - 14.30		
			

Final presentation for high level Nordic officials
R&D priorities, action plan and Nordic Cooperation Code

14.30 - 15.00		
Next R&D steps towards carbon neutrality in 2050
			Anne Cathrine Gjærde, Director, Nordic Energy Research

